
Words And Worlds:

Language and the PerceivedSeparation of Humans From Nature

Introduct ion

Cultural representations of the world permeate
much of human exoerience of that world. In this
society, it seems incleasingly unlikely that there can
be experience that is not somehow over laid by
representat ion. Under such circumstances, i t  is  our
forms oi representation that have the greatest impact
on horv we understand, give meaning to, and value
this place in which we l ive.  Perhaps the most
signi f icant of those forms is language. for i t  is  both
the most pervasive and the one throigh which the
others are most often interpreted.

Given i ts central i ty in our l ives, i t  is  not
surprising that "language" is often deemed to be
what distinguishes humans from the rest of Nature.
What is meant by this assertion seems to be that
humans have "language" whereas other species do
not,  and this somehow makes us except ional  and
superior.  Whi le I  d isagree with both the logic and
the impl icat ions of  th is c laim, i t  suggests a cur ious
irony that I  would l ike to explore in this paper. '
That irony is in the prospect of a relationship
between human language and the type of worldview
that would lead us to believe that sonrehow our
language makes us an except ional  species.

This paper, then, is an enquiry into another
sense in which language "dist inguishes" humans
from Nature, namely the possibility that, in the
West, it has historically contributed to the increas-
ing human perceplion of separation from, and
dominat ion of ,  non-human Nature. In other words,
I  would l ike to explore how histor ical  changes in
the.fo.nn of - language (ie. speech, wr.iting, print-
ing), by shifting human consciousness' away trom
immediate experience and into a linear world of
symbol ic representat ion, may have resul ted in an
intensification of the belief that humans are separate
from, and able to control Nature. In turn, those
changes made possible certain uses of language,
uses which, in enabling a measure of actual control
over asDects of  Nature. mav have had the ef fect  of
reinfor i ing this bel ief . r

ata+

by Mark Meisner'

When I say language, I simply mean words
and ways of combining them. However, language
must be understood as more than just that. It is a
way of, and a capacity for, symbolically represent-
ing experiences, things and phenomena. But, lan-
guage does not simply re-present; it also helps to
shape and give meaning to our experiences. In other
words, language is not a neutral set of labels for
describing the world in objective terms. Rather,
because it is imbued with cultural assumptions and
values, wi th connotat ions as wel l  as denotat ions,
with mult ip le meanings and ambigui t ies,  and with
part icular ways of  seeing the world,  language is an
act ive element oI  percept ion.

To understand this, we need to understand the
idea that realities are multiple and constructed;
there is no one "objective" reality. What we take as
real i ty,  and assume to be independent of  our per-
cept ions, is actual ly more of  a product of  the
interact ions of  our experience of the physical  and
social  wr-rrhl  wi th the conceptual  and ideological
artifacts that we bear. However, in general, humans
in the West tend to think of reality as objective, and
this is largely because of language, as Peter Berger
and Thomas Luckmann explain:

I apprehend the real i ty of cveryday l i fe as sn
ordcrod real i ty. I ts phcnomena are prearranged
in patterns that scem to be independcnt of my
apprehension of them and that impose them-
selves upon the lattcr. The real i ty of evcryday
l i fe appears already objectihed, that is, consti-
tutcd by an order of objects that have been
dcsiSn{ted aJ objccts belorc my appcarance on
the sccne. The language used in cveryday l i fe
conl inuously provides mc with the nccessary
objecti f icat ions and posits thc order within
which these make scnse and within which
everyday l i fe has meaning for me.'

In this way, language becomes a sort of impercep-
t ib le lens through which the world is understood,
and not simply a neutral means by which we de-
scr ibe, communicate and give meaning to our
experiences.t  Thus, in movi ig f rom the domain of
pure experience (if there is such a thing) into the

' Mark Meisner is an envircnnenta! thought student at York University and is presentlJ writing hk Master's lhesis on language and
nature. He ldnks menbers oJ the editorial board Jor their heWl comments on an earlier version oJ thi.s paper.
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domain of representation of that experience through
language, we begin to "construct"  real i ty.

While this paper does not, for the most part,
address the content of language, or the ways in
which words and grammar work upon us, this
concept of the social construction of reality is
nevertheless significant. This is so because the form
that language takes also affects how it works and
what we are able to do with it. The form of lan-
guage has a relationship to the way in which the
world is perceived through it, as I will suggest in
this paper. "Reality,' for people living in oral
cultures, is different from "reality" tbr people
living in literate cultures, and in pirt, this is be-
cause the form of language is difterent.

So, in order lo better understand human
relationships with non-human Nature, it seems
sensible to explore the possible links between the
changing form of language and the increasingly
abstract and detached view of Nature which now
characterizes Western industrial society and which
lends itself to a growing human inrperialism towards
non-human Nature. However, in this paper I will be
highlighting one particular interpretation of lan-
guage, namely its disjunctive ch aracter istics."
Furthermore, I will be emphasizing language as a
general capacity for communication and action, in
its different forms, as distinguished from (but not
unrelated to) the use_s that are made of language or
language behaviour.'

The Beginnings of  Language

It is impossible to say exactly where, when or
how language as such emerged. In all likelihood it
was neither an isolated nor a clearly identifiable
event. Language has been changing, and when the
sounds and gestures of prehistoric peoples became
a language is a matter of speculation. What is
interesting to ask is whether the advent of spoken
language may have influenced human perceptions
of, and relationships with, non-human Nature.

In Technics and Human Development
Lewis Mumford suggests that in the absence of
language there is a significance to the world such
that "the concrete experience of every animal
including man [sic] 'makes sense' without the
intervention of svmbols. if the creature is alert and
responsive.'8 In ihis way humans already lived in a
meaningful environment prior to the establishment
of language. Things, beings and phenomena were
what experience of them said they were. There may
not have been the symbols, or the possibility for
discussing experience, but there was some form of
experient ia l  meaning.

It is thought that prior to the advent of spoken

language, humans acted out gestures in the repeated
context of events in such ways that the gestures
eventually took on symbolic meaning; they became
rituals. It is most likely from the symbolism of such
rituals, including those between mother and child
and those of the hunt, that language eventually
emerged. What type of language emerged at that
time is unknown. Andr6e Collard feels that the
"collective nurturing and the play element involved
in the caring of the young is likely to create a
language rich in emotional nuances and a vocabu-
lary far more imaginative, complex, and affective
than the language derived from the hunt."' What
she seems to mean bv this is that the act ofnurtur-
ing and caring wou'ld seem ro promore a more
relat ional  and evocat ive language, whereas the act
of hunting would promote more of an instrumental,
control-oriented language. Given the type of lan-
guage we in the West have today, it is quite pos-
sible that the hunting-oriented version largely
crowded out the nurtur ing version.

From the beginning, language helped humans
to express the meanings they t'elt in their existence
and experience. However, according to Mumford,
i t  was also used in " the discipl in ing of  the uncon-
scious, the establishment of a coherent and stable
social  order,  Iandl  the perfect ion of  the social
bond," ' "  a l l  of  which may be seen as part  of  the
process of human self-domestication, or of distan-
cing ourselves from the world of Nature." Further-
more, according to Mumford, language created a
symbolic world that was more compelling than the
world it was attempting to model. "The world that
was symbolically organized, mainly in language,
became more significant, mo(e essential to all
specifically human activities, than the raw 'outer'
world mutely taken in by the senses, or the pr ivale
inner world of  dream. " ' '

Ear ly language also al lowed for the creat ion
of new ideas and si tuat ions in the mind, s imply
through the use of symbols:

That abst.act sounds could bring to mind actual
people, concrele places rnd objects, was (hc
fundsme[tal magic property of speech: but there
was gven more potent magic in the fact that
these same or simiiar sounds, dif ferently organ-
ized, rnighl brilg into the mind events that h&d
ceased, or projecr entirely new experiences."

In this way, part of the magic of words was to
transform human perceptions of the world in such
a way that it gave the impression that, through
language, humans could control aspects of their
environment.

To understand this, rve need to consider the
centrality of myths in oral cultures. Myths were a
vital part of the meaning frameworks of early
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human societ ies,  and language was the pr incipal
medium through which f iyr f ,s were crei ted dnd
passed on. In discussing the work of  Ernst Cassirer,
Harold Innis suggests the fol lowing relat ionship of
language, myth and thought:

l '{ythology ref lected the power excrcised by
Ianguage on thought. The word became a pri-
mary force in which al l  being and doing orig-
inate. Verbal structures appeared as mythical
enti t ics endowcd with mythical powcrs."

In particular, myths could be used to serve as a
source of power "over" Nature, as suggested by
Mircea El iade:

We see, then, that the "story- nerrated by the
rHyth consritutes a "knowledge' which is eso,
teric, not only becarlse i t  is secret and is handed
on during the course of an init iat ion but also
because the 'knowledge" is accompanied by a
m-agico-rel igious power. For knowing rhe ori t in
ol  an obJect,  and anjmal.  a planl  and so on is
equivslent to acquir ing a magical power over
thcm by which thcy can be control lcd.  mult i -
pl icd, or rcproduced at wi l l ."

- In addition to rhe possibility that the advent
of language changed human pe;ceptions of the
world, with its refinement, early humans were able
to_-use language in an instrumental way to actually
affect  the physical  world.  For example. languagi:
permi| ' led ear ly hunters to strategize and coordinate

with each other, tlereby improving their effective-
ness. It was also refined bv those who did rhe food
gather ing, for rhat was.ai  act iv i ry rhat required
ide i f icat ion by naming. ' "  "Oral  peoples commonly
think of  names (one_kind of  words) as conveying
power over things.""  Thus the idea of control l ing
Nature was enhanced through the use of language to
help in the actual realization of a measure of con-
trol .  Furthermore, language's faci l i tat ion of  such
instrumental tasks may have further reinforced the
perception of separation from Nature.

Oral i ty and Li teracy

In this sect ion of  the paper I  would l ike to
speculate further on language, ipeci f ical ly on some
of the diff€rences between oralitv and literacv as
forms of language, and on how ihose differe-nces
might help to explain the modern Western view of
Nature.

It is dift'icult for us literate folk to imasine
what i t  is  l ike to l ive without any form of wr i i ing
or even the knowledge of such a possibility. The
fact of being literate lhanges our whole woridview
to such an extent that we simply cannot comprehend
the central i ty an., l  importance of the spoken word in
oral culturei, nor can we fully unberstand what
sorts of meanings the world resonated with in such
cultures. Nevertheless, despite uncertainty about the
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details, it appears that literacy has had significant
implications for how humans perceive the world. It
has even been suggested that writing, "more than
any other s ingle. i -nvent ion,.  .  .has trans formed human
consc iousness. " ' '

To begin with, the aural world of orality was
perceived as a more dynamic and alive place than
our literate world. This is because in an oral cul-
ture,  the form of language (speech) is an evcnt.
"Sound exists only when i t  is going out of
existence.. . there is no way to stop sound and have
sound." ' '  In this way, spoken words were not
perceived as things, since they were never static.20
Indeed, in oral i ty,  words, as such, were not per-
ceived; there were only utterances (which we now
see as being made up of words). "Only the alphabet
has the power to create "language" and 'words,"
for the^word does not emerge unt i l  i t  is  wr i t ten
down. " ' '  Furthermore, in order to have sound, there
must be l i fe.  Whereas i t  is possible to smel l ,  see,
touch and taste something that is dead (a-bul falo,
for example),  i t  is  nor possible to hear i t . "

Because in orality the form of language is
speech, by necessity it is always used (regardless of
the use) in direct relation to other people, Even
sustained analytic thought was always done with at
least one other person, so that the Iistener could
stimulate and gr6und the process.23 This is because
the thinker had only their memory to record their
thoughts, and if the thoughts were complex and
involved, another person was needed to help the
thinker maintain her or his line of thought. Thus, in
orality, language use is inherently relational, even
though .it may not have been used relationally or
connecuvely.

Related to this is Ong's suggestion that in
comparison to writing, oral expression, at least in
form, is "close to the human lifeworld, " and
grounds thought in -c lose proximity to i ts context of
human exoerience." 'Oral  cul tures tend to use
concepts in situational, operational frames of
reference that are minimally abstract in the sense
that they remain close to the living human life-
world."'" Furthermore, he suggests that orality is
empathetic and participatory in that to gain know-
ledge of something one must achieve "close, em-
Dathetic. communal identification with the
known.'i'o In contrast, literate peoples most often
understand things in a more abstract way, more
detached from experience.

In addition, oral discourse depends heavily on
non-verbal and paralinguistic forms of communi-
cat ion. 'The oral  word.. .never exists in a simply
verbal context, as a written word does. Spoken
words are always modifications of a total, existen-
t ia l  s i tuat ion, which always engages the body." ' '

Such communication blends speech and body move-
ments. and our embodiment is the most obvious
indication that we are part of Nature.'?8

The final characteristic of orality that is of
interest here is the fact that it manifests language as
sound, rather than as visual representation, as
writing does. Ong suggests that hearing is a unify-
ing sense whereas sight is an isolating sense. As he
puts rt:

Vision comes to a human being from one
direction sr a t ;m(: to lo.rk st iroom or a
landscape, I  must movc my eyes around from
onc par! to anothcr. When I hcar, howevcr, I
gather sound simultaneously from evcry d;rec-
t ion at once: I  am at the centre of my &uditory
*orld, which envclops me. establ ishing-mc at a
kind of corc of scnsation and cxistence."

Thus there is the sense of beins immersed in the
world of  sount l ,  whereas in a w-or ld dominated by
sight,  one cannot feel  immersed.

While the oral form of language is undoubted-
ly a partial abstraction from experience and there-
fore seems to be an initial step in the process of the
reification of Nature, all of these characteristics of
i t  st i l l  seem to indicate a mode of percept ion that is
dynamic, relat ional .  -experient ia l .  empathet ic,  em-
bodied and uni fy ing. ' "  l t  is  perhaps signi f icant that
these are in opposition to the modern scientific way
of knowing Nature which is detached, abstract,
theoretical, manipulative and "objective." An un-
derstanding ofhow literacy differs from orality may
help to explain this change.

In discussing The Domest icat ion of  the
Savage Mind by Jack Goody, Ong notes that the
shift from orality to literacy is closely related to
what are thought to be the shifts from magic to
science and from "prelogical"  to "rat ional"  con-
sciousness. Goody argues that those shifts ought
rather to be seen and exolained as a shift from
orality to literacy.3' Literaiy, then, is seen to have
precipitated a further step towards abstract logical-
rational conscious thought and away from participa-
tory, experiential knowing. There are a number of
reasons for this.

First of all, while oral discourse, supported
by non-verbal forms of communication, is but one
step away from experience, writing is a second-
order abstraction from experience. In this way,
writing establishes a context-free discourse; texts
assume an independent existence, and perception of
the world changes. Once completed, writing is a
form of expression that is detached from its author
and their experience of the world. 'Writing fosters
abstractions that disengage knowledge from the
arena where human beings struggle with one an-
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other. It separates the knower from the known.""
Since writing is a detached and disembodied form
of language, it is less able to convey the fullness
and subtlety of experience. Whereas in orality
meaning is always contextual ,  in l i teracy meaning
is l r rgely seen to be-concentrated in language i tsel f ;
i t  is ."autonomous.""  Accordingly,  as Harold Innis
says, "writing enormously enhanced a capacity for
abstract thinking which had been evident in the
growth. of Ianguage in the oral tradition. " {emphasis
addedl ' "

Secondly,  by isolat ing words in a visual  space,
wri t ing emphasizes sight as a way of knowing. As
I have already mentioned, sight is a disjunctive
sense when compared to hearing. In The Natural
Alien, Neil Evernden suggests that the emphasis on
vision as a way of knowing is partly responsible for
our perception of being separate from Nature.
"Vision permits us the luxur ious delusion of  being
neutral observers with the abilitv to maniDulate a
distant environment."rs Furthermore, the visual
form of language initiated the perception that words
are things in and of themselves. "Writing makes
'words'  appear s imi lar to things t iecause we think of
words as the vis ible marks signal ing words to
decoders: we can see and touch such inscribed
'words' in texts and books. "'" By beginning to reify
the words with which Nature and exDerience were
talked about ( the representat ion),  wr i i ing may have
enhansed the reification of Nature already begun by
naming aspects of it. It seems possible, then, that
literacy was partly responsible for humans seeing
the world reduced to elements and discrete entities.

This perceptual  process would have been
enhanced by the fact that in freeing the mind from
its memory task, writing permits language to be
used in the organization of elaborate reductionist
analyses, and thg creation of linear sequences of
causality. Indeed writing itself seems to foster a
cornparatively atomistic and Iinear view of things
and events set in neutral space.

Finally, writing seems to have fragmented the
understanding of the self in the community. Since
sustained analyt ic thought could now be a sol i tary
act iv i ty,  wi th the thinker engaging in a dialogue in
her or his mind, and with the written word, there
was less need for social interaction. Readins and
wri t ing are sol i tary act iv i t ies.  Indeed, as Ivan- l l l ich
and Barry Sanders put it, "rhe idea of a self that
cont inues to gl immer in thought or memory, occa-
sional ly retr ieved and examine-d in the l ight of  day,
cannot exist  wi thout the text .  ""  Li teracy, then, may
have been the catalyst for the idea of the discrete,
autonomous indiv idual .

Changing Percept ions of  Nature

Parallel to the shift from the dynamic rela-
tional character of orality to the comparatively static
detached world of literacy, people have increasingly
come to view the world and Nature as a static Dlace
of discrete objects,  rather than a dynamic f ie id of
relationships. The evidence suggests that these
changes were not simply coincidental to each other.

Carolyn Merchant describes an example of
where the advent of literacy changed the fundamen-
tal relationship of a culture with its natural world
ty emphasizing a visually-biased way of knowing.
In this case she is referring to the experiences of
North American Natives with European cultural
imperial ism in what is now New England. She
begins by describing the consciousness of oral
Native cultures:

For Native American cultures, consciousness
was an integration of al l  thd bodily senses in
sustaining l i fe. In that mimetic consciousness,
culture was transmitted intergenerational ly
through imitat ion in song, myth, dance, spon,
gathering, hunl ing and planting. Aural/oral
transmission of tr ibal knowledee through mylh
and transactions between animals. Indians. and
neighbouring tr ibes produced sustainable rela-
t ions between thc human and the non-human
worlds... .For Indians engaged in an int imate
survival relat ionship with nature, sight, smell ,
sound, taste, and touch were al l  ofequal impon-
ancc, inteqrated in a rotal prrt iciparory con-
sclousness."

This participatory consciousness, which Merchant
says characterizes the oral life of the Native
peoples, and which many ecophilosophers present
as ai alternative to Cartesian resourcist thinking, is
described in more detail by Morris Berman in The
Reenchantment of the World. Essentially it is a
mimetic consciousness "in which the subiect/obiect
dichotomy breaks down and the person flels id6nt-
it'ied with what he or she is perciiving. ""

Merchant goes on to describe how when
Europeans invaded the Native communities during
what she calls the "colonial ecological revolution,"
vision became the dominant sense within the Indian
culture, thus breaking the participatory conscious-
ness. This was because of the subtle effects that
layJiteracy brought about through the focus on
"God's word" as v,ritten in the Bible. Merchant
explains:

Alphanumeric l i teracy became central to tel i-
gious expression, soi ial sunival,  and upward
mobil i ty. The Pu.iran imposir ion of a visual ly
oricnted consciousness was shattering to the
conlinuation of Indian animism an,J u,ayi of l i fe.
With the commcrcial izing of the fur trade and
the missionary efforts of Jesuits and Puritons, 8
society in which humans, animals, plants, and
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rocks were equal subjccts was changcd to one
dominated by transcendent vision in which
human subiects were scDaaatc from rcsource
objects. 'o -

While literacy was subtly changing human
consciousness and perceptions of the world, it was
also a key element in the concentration of mater-
ia l / technical  power and the bui ld ing of  mi l i tary and
pol i t ical  empires. ' '  We know that such empires are
also dependent on exploitation of the natural world
and lhat they often cause the degradation of Nature.
In this way literacy seems to have been a catalyst
for the accumulation of material and technolosical
powers "over" Nature. As Mumford says.: ' the
'myth of the machine' [his phrase for the almost
religious belief in technological salvationl would
have been inconceivable, and its operations imprac-
ticable, without the magic of language and the
formidable increase in i ts power and scope through
the invent ion of  wr i t ins."" '

The Greek Alphabet

While writing seems to have generally
changed the way humans perceive and experience
the natural world, its most significant tbrm may
have been the Greek alDhabet. This is because the
"alphabet" was (and st i l l  is)  a unique way of v is-
ually coding language. What makes the Greek
alphabet unique is the fact that it was the first truly
phonetic alphabet, in contrast to other writing
systems which used syllabic, ideographic or picto-
graphic codes or alphabet-like systems without
vowels.  The Greek alphabet was a way of v isual ly
coding the spoken sounds of any language with a
small number of totally abstract symbols. It was
only through the recording of those sounds that it
provided m-eaning. I t  d id not direct ly record ideas
or images." In contrast,  the symbols of  most other
writing systems were meaningful in themselves,
since they were usually visually derived from things
in the environment.

In their paper "Alphabet, Mother of Inven-
tion," Marshall Mcluhan and R.K. Logan outline
how the Greek alphabet developed and how it
differs from other writing systems. They argue that
as a result of the invention of the Greek alphabet,
Greek consciousness and the consciousness of those
cultures whose writing systems developed from the
Greek (including ours) were significantly altered.
They further suggest that the uniquely abstract
character of the Greek alphabet was partially re-
soonsible for the formation of the dominant
Western worldview and the enhancement of abstract
ways of thinking. "The effects of the alphabet and
the abstract, logical, systematic thought that it
encouraged explains why science began in the West
and not the East, despite the much greater techno-
logical sophistication of the Chinese. ""

Both Mcluhan and Logan, and Dolores
LaChapel le use the Chinese way of wr i t ing as a
contrast to the Greek alphabet in order to suggest
the profound effects it may have had on Western
epistemology and percept ions of  Nature.
LaChapelle's contribution is especially interesting in
that she is coming to the issue from the perspective
of deep ecology. The difference is essentially that
whereas the Greek alphabet is entirely abstract and
detached from the lifeworld, Chinese retains mean-
ing within each of its over 40,000 characters, as it
is a pictographic and ideographic form of writing.
"Their written script grew directly out of the
drawings of actual physical things in the environ-
ment...Thus in the Chinese language, the human
cannot get himself [sic] out of the total picture--
nature and human are always interconnected. ""

!g/v\Ad, ilJ r1.'

Two Chinese characters as they changed over the
years from pictographs to their contemporary forms:
mountain and rqin.
Source: Edoardo Fazzioli, Chinese Caligraphy
(New York:  Abbevi l le Press, 1987)

With any writing system, the written symbols
are an abstraction of the spoken word which is, in
turn, an abstraction of experience. With the alpha-
bet, however, the abstraction is even greater be-
cause of the fact that the characters are arbitrary
and have no meaning in themselves. This, argue
Mcluhan and Logan, encouraged the creation of
conceptual abstractions, classification schemes and
atomistic thought within Greek society. Further-
more, they suggest that as a result of the alphabet,
a new way of knowing emerged:

With writ ing, what is recorded or remembered
becomes scparate from the writer, exist ing in a
book or a scrol l .  Knowledge takes on objective
identi ty, scpante from the knower. The Greek,
iD this way, dcveloped the Dotion of objecl ivi ty
and detachment, the sepe.ation oI the knower
from the object of his [sic] awareness. This was
the beginning of the scienti l ic mcthod and the
source of the dichotomy the Greeks creatcd
betw.cn subjectivc thinking as found in art and
poetry, and objective thinking as exempli l ied by
philosophy and scicncc.-
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This points directly to the alphabet and the shift it
brought about in Greek thought as a source of our
current worldview. In oarticular we can see here
the origins of the scieniific epistemology that now
dominates contemporary assumptions about how we
ought to know the world. As Morris Berman,
Carolyn Merchant and others have pointed out, this
epistemology bodes ill for Nature.

Another passage from Mcluhan and Logan's
paper is particularly revealing of the literate
Greek's idea of "nature.' It further suggests that
present views may be seen to be partially rooted in
ancient Greece:

The Greeks invented tnature' (pfilsrs) which is
thcir classif icat ion of the objective external
world. 'Natu!e' does not include man [sic] or
any of his [sic] art i facts such as the slphabet,
which may explain why the Greeks never studied
the efects, even of thcir own technology, a
radical f law in their objectivi ty. I t  was the
separation of man [sic] from nature, 'perhaps,
lhat al lowed Westcrn thinkers to consider nature
es an obiect to be studied. or a resource to be
exploited."

Overall then, the invention of the Greek
alphabet seems to have represented a significant
turning point in Western thought. It seems to have
enhanced the linguistic basis for a linear, abstract
and analytical mode of thought, and for a detached
view of Nature. It therefore may have further
contributed to the domination of Nature because, in
lending itself to rational, scientific and technical
thinking, it allowed for further inventions that could
be used to control and exoloit Nature. The Greek
alphabet becomes even more significant when we
consider that all Western alphabets are descended
from it. So, even though the languages differ, the
ways of visually coding them are similar in their
abstract character, and perhaps the ways of thinking
about the world are also similar.

Pr int ing

In terms of the historical chanses in the form
of language, there is one other inv-ent ion that de-
serves comment in this context. That is the advent
of mechanical printing. Essentially print extends
and heightens the process already begun with writ-
ing. f t  suggests even more than wri t ing that words
are things; i t  re i f ies words." 'This is because i t  is
much more precise at controlling the visual presen-
tation of words and because it more effectivelv
locks them into space. In doing so, i t  not onl i
reifies them, but also further eliminates the need to
sound words out as one reads them.'e This takes the
uset one step further away from the aural world
where words are sounds and events. As Walter Ong
suggests, print completed the process of the tech-

nologizing of the word. Furthermore, mechanical
printing was a manufacturing process, and by
putt ing language into that process, words were
commodif ied." '  Al l  of  th is suggests a further per-
ceptual distancing and separation of language from
its grounding in experience, and perhaps of humans
from Nature as well. I think ecophilosopher Alan
Drengson sums up well the impact of printing on
the human participation in the processes of life:

The hazard of print culture, and the modern
industrial technology that goes with it, is that all
of our thoughts and perceptions wil l  become
structured according to modes of organization
that these technologies make possible. This has
a powerful effect on our own dimensions of
creative intel l igence and f lexibi l i ty. I t  tends to
constr ict our openness to Being."

As with all of these chanses in the form of lan-
guage, both the form itselT and the uses which it
makes possible, intertwine with each other to fur-
ther perceptually separate humans from non-human
Nature.

Conclusion: Language and Nature Today

This paper has been an exploration of how
some of the historical changes in the form of lan-
guage may have affected human perceptions of non-
human Nature, In particular, I have suggested that
language may have been a catalyst for a perceived
separation of humans from the rest of Nature. This
process seems to have begun with the advent of
language, become intensified through writing and
then printing, and been especially evident in the
West where our alphabets are descended from the
original Greek alphabet. Furthermore, language
seems to have enhanced the ability of humans to
manipulate and control aspects of the world, and in
doing so, may have further reinforced this initial
perception of separation. | rcalize that this has been
somewhat of a preliminary consideration of these
questions, for they probably deserve a more de-
tailed analysis than space has permitted me here.
Nevertheless, in outlining them I have hopefully
been able to contextualize the current issues we
must face and added to our understandins of how
we got here.

Language remains a critical issue in today's
context of the domination of humans and Nature,
for in a number of different wavs. it continues to
order and shape the meanings we give to our ex-
periences. In both its form and its content, it con-
tinues to be a powerful force in shaping human
consciousness. Just one examnle of this is the fact
that many of the names we-apply to aspects of
Nature seem to reinforce a detached and use-
oriented view of it. Consider the ubiouitous label
for valued aspects of the natural world: "natural
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resources."  The impl icat ion of  th is phrase is that
the sole purpose of non-human Nature is to benefit
humans. This term is a symbol for the anthropocen-
tric-resourcist view of Nature that Dermeates
Western society.  By using the label  "natural  re-
sources" we may not be intending to promote such
a view, but the fact is that that view is implied in
the choice of words. There is a sort of incidental
persuasion in the way that the label acts to rein-
force the values and attitudes associated with the
dominant view of Nature. The same may be said of
such terms as 'environment. '  'our land." and
perhaps even "nature. "

These are not isolated examnles: in all cases
where we talk about Nature. our eiper ience of i t  or
how we relate to it, we are actively constructing an
idea or view of what it is. In this wav we can sav
that we l inguist ical ly construct "NatJre."  and rhe
way we construct it has direct implications for how
we act in relation to it. As Carolvn Merchant Duts
i t ,

a socicty's symbols and inlages of nature cxprcss
its col lcct ive consciousness. They appear in
mytholoSy, cosmology, scienc€,  rel igion, phi los-
ophy, language, and art. . . . ldcas, imagcs, and
mclaphors lcgi l inrate hurnan behaviour toward
nature and are translated into acl ion throuph
ethics. morals. and taboos. 'r

This idea that our representations of non-buman
Nature affect not only how we see it, but also how
we act towards it, applies to all forms ofdiscourse
that use language, including, and perhaps especial-
ly,  science. "

In this paper I have emphasized those charac-
teristics of certain language forms that seem to have
had a bearing on human perceptions of Nature,
particularly those that may have had a disjunctive
influence. However, I do not mean to suggest that
the history of language has been simply a history of
its having caused humans to see themselves as
separate from Nature. In many ways language has
enhanced our understanding of the world and of
ourselves. Furthermore, I believe that it is possible
to think of, and use language in ways that can
overcome i ts dis junct ive inf luences. For,  as Lewis
Mumford reminds us,

the very qual i t ies in language that offend the
logical poi i t iv ists- i ts vaguencss, i ts indetcr-
minatenoss, i ts ambiguity, i ts emotional coloring,
i ts refcrence to unseen objects ot unverjf iable
events, in short i is ' rubjcct ivi ty '-only indicate
that from the beginning i l  was an instrumcnt for
embracing the l iving body of human experience,
not iust the bleachcd rrt iculated skelcton of
dcfinlble ideas,!

Thus, language can be used in a more evoca-
tive and relational wav. but we must learn to use it

that way if we hope to bring about a change in our
relationship to the rest of Nature. To do this, we
first need to explore how our existing language is
contributing to the problem and how it may provide
opportunities for change. This involves questioning
both its appropriateness and its adequacy. Secondly,
we need to re-understand language in a non-anthro-
pocentric and non-utilitarian way, and find new
ways of talking that will promote new ways of
thinking. We need now to regain a sense of wonder
in our language and to use our voices to speak
within our species about how we feel about Nature.
I am hopeful that just as feminists and other social
justice advocates are now finding their proper
voices, Nature advocates will as well.
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